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Abstract The existence of equivalent scalar problems for

properly efficient point of a given multiobjective opti-

mization problem over arbitrary cones is studied by so

many authors. This paper emphasizes two scalarizations,

i.e., linear scalarization and conic scalarization, and studies

geometrical viewpoint on the relationship between proper

efficiency and these scalarizations. We also show that conic

scalarization is a generalization of linear scalarization

based on augmented dual cone which provides a new type

of trade-off for properly efficient solutions.

Keywords Multiobjective optimization � Proper
efficiency � linear scalarization � conic scalarization

Introduction

Multiobjective optimization is an area of multiple criteria

decision making, that is concerned with mathematical

optimization problems involving more than one objective

function to be optimized simultaneously. Multiobjective

optimization has been applied in many fields of science,

including engineering, economics and logistics where

optimal decisions need to be taken in the presence of trade-

offs between two or more conflicting objectives [4, 15].

Minimizing cost while maximizing comfort while buying a

car, and maximizing performance whilst minimizing fuel

consumption and emission of pollutants of a vehicle are

examples of multiobjective optimization problems involv-

ing two and three objectives, respectively. Generally, a

multiobjective optimization problem is as follows:

min
y2Y�Rp

y; ð1Þ

where Y � Rp is the feasible set in objective space.

In this problem, we are looking for solutions in which

improving in any objective function leads to impairing one

of the others. These solutions are called (Pareto) efficient

solutions. However, this is not always appropriate and this

set of solutions is generally restricted to avoid some

undesirable situations. These better solutions are named

properly efficient solutions which were firstly described by

Kuhn and Tucker in which the faults of the notion of

efficiency were presented and the relations of the properly

efficient solutions to scalarization problems were investi-

gated [14]. Later Geoffrion defined proper efficiency by

eliminating unbounded trade-offs between objectives and

studied their relation to Kuhn and Tucker’s proper effi-

ciency and linear scalarization [6]. This concept was gen-

eralized by Borwein [2, 3] and Benson [1] to problems that

the objective space is ordered by closed convex cones.

There exist so many definitions and interpretations of

proper efficiency, so we refer to the papers [7–9, 16]. We

start with definitions of efficiency and proper efficiency.

Definition 1 [4] Consider the vector optimization prob-

lem (1). The feasible solution ŷ 2 Rp is said to be an

(Pareto) efficient element of (1) if

ðY � ŷÞ \ ð�R
p
þnf0RpgÞ ¼ ;:
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Geoffrion [6] defined proper efficiency in the following

form.

Definition 2 [6] An efficient point ŷ 2 Y is called a

properly efficient solution in Geoffrion’s sense if there

exists a positive real number M such that for any y 2 Y ,

i 2 f1; . . .; pg with yi\ŷi there is an index j 2 f1; . . .; pg
with ŷj\yj such that

ŷi � yi

yj � ŷj
�M: ð2Þ

Benson [1] defined proper efficiency as follows.

Definition 3 [1] The feasible element ŷ 2 Rp is said to be

a properly efficient element in Benson’s sense of (1) if

clðconeðY þ R
p
þ � ŷÞÞ \ ð�R

p
þnf0RpgÞ ¼ ;:

Scalarizing a multiobjective optimization problem

means formulating a single-objective optimization problem

such that optimal solutions to the single-objective opti-

mization problem are Pareto efficient solutions to the

multiobjective optimization problem. In addition, it is often

required that every Pareto efficient solution can be reached

with some parameters of the scalarization. With different

parameters for the scalarization, different Pareto efficient

points are produced. A general formulation for a scalar-

ization of a multiobjective optimization is thus

min
y2Yh

gðy; hÞ: ð3Þ

where h is a vector parameter, the set Yh � Y is a set

depending on the parameter h and g : Rpþ1 7!R is a

function.

Very well-known examples are the so-called linear

scalarization, achievement scalarizing problems of Wierz-

bicki, �-constraint method. A new scalarization method is

conic scalarization proposed by Kasimbeyli [11] which is a

generalization of linear scalarization. This popular scalar-

ization derives from conic separation theorem proposed by

Kasimbeyli [12] which separates two closed (not neces-

sarily convex) cones, analytically (see the Definition 5 and

the Theorem 3). Conic scalarization uses some elements of

augmented dual cone for scalarizing, in contrast with linear

scalarization which uses some elements of dual cone in dual

space. This elements produce a cone in place of a hyper-

plane for scalarizing. This paper considers two linear

scalariztion and conic scalarization for determining prop-

erly efficient solutions. The paper also interprets these two

scalarizations, geometrically. Using Hahn–Banach separa-

tion theorem and conic separation theorem, we show that

conic scalarization is a generalization of linear scalarization

which uses Bishop–Phelps cone for separating and scalar-

izing. By using conic scalarization, we will also propose a

new formulation of trade-off for defining of properly effi-

cient points based on conic scalarization.

The paper is organized as follows: In the Sect. 2 the

relationship between linear scalarization and proper effi-

ciency will be studied, geometrically. The interpretation of

conic scalarization will be investigated in the Sect. 3. In

this section, first the separation theorem for an arbitrary

two closed cones K and C is given. Then, conic scalar-

ization and new definition of trade-off are proposed.

Finally, the last section presents some conclusions.

Linear scalarization

The Hahn–Banach Theorem is a central tool in functional

analysis. It allows the extension of bounded linear functionals

defined on a subspace of some vector space to the whole

space, and it also shows that there are a sufficient number of

continuous linear functionals defined on every normed vector

space to make the study of the dual space. Another version of

Hahn–Banach theorem is known as the Hahn–Banach sepa-

ration theorem, and has numerous uses in convex analysis

[17]. The following theorem is Hahn–Banach separation

theorem based on two closed convex cones.

Theorem 1 If K and C are two closed convex cones and

K \ C ¼ f0Rng, then there exists a nonzero vector y� 2 Rn

such that, the hyperplane fy 2 Rn : hy�; yi ¼ 0g separates

K and C and hence the following inequalities are satisfied:

hy�; di\0�hy�; yi; forall y 2 K and d 2 Cnf0Rng:

In the rest of this section, the relationship between linear

scalarization and properly efficient points will be men-

tioned. The motivation for introducing proper efficient

points is that it enables one to prove the existence of

equivalent scalar problems whose solutions produce at least

most of the efficient points, namely the proper ones [2].

If y� 2 R
p
þþ and Y is a nonempty subset of Rp, consider

the problem

min
y2Y

hy�; yi; ð4Þ

where the y� is often normalized according to
Pp

i¼1 y
�
i ¼ 1.

Hurwicz [10] showed that optimal solution of the linear

scalarization is a properly efficient solution and also Bor-

wein [2] showed that if Y is a starshaped set at the properly

efficient point ŷ, then there exists a positive vector ŷ� 2 Rp

such that

0�hŷ�; y� ŷi; forall y 2 Y

i.e., ŷ is an optimal solution of the linear scalarization with

the positive weighted vector ŷ�, see the Figs. 1 and 2.

Let ŷ be a properly efficient solution of (1) and let y� be
a positive weighted vector for obtaining ŷ. Because ŷ is a
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properly efficient solution, for any y 2 Y and for any i 2
f1; 2; . . .; pg with yi\ŷi there is an index j 2 f1; 2; . . .; pg
with ŷj\yj. Therefore, assume that y 2 Y and i 2
f1; 2; . . .; pg satisfy yi\ŷi. There is an index j 2
f1; 2; . . .; pg with ŷj\yj such that

y�i ðŷi � yiÞ� y�j ðyj � ŷjÞ ð5Þ

) ŷi � yi

yj � ŷj
�

y�j
y�i

; ð6Þ

because for all y 2 Y

Xp

k¼1

y�k ŷk �
Xp

k¼1

y�kyk:

Thus,
y�j
y�
i

can be a substitute for M in Geoffrion’s definition

of proper efficiency if y� is a positive weighted vector.

Conic scalarization

The conic scalarization method proposed by Kasimbeyli

[11] for scalarization of nonconvex vector optimization

problems. He introduced a special class of monotonically

increasing sublinear scalarizing functions and showed that

the zero sublevel set of every function from this class is a

convex closed and pointed cone which contains the nega-

tive ordering cone [11]. Using the notion of a separable

cone and conic separation theorem (see Theorem 3),

Kasimbeyli introduced the conic scalarization method for

scalarizing of nonconvex vector optimization problems.

Kasimbeyli showed that him scalar optimization problem

enables to characterize the complete set of efficient and

properly efficient solutions of vector optimization prob-

lems without convexity and boundedness conditions

[5, 11, 12]. In this section, we will first propose some

preliminary of augmented dual cone and conic separation

theory proposed by Kasimbeyli [12] in Euclidian space Rp.

Then, the conic scalarization method will be interpreted.

Conic separation theorem

This subsection is devoted to some concept of augmented

dual cone and conic separation theory proposed by

Kasimbeyli [12]. Consider Rp with the norm l1 and the

ordering cone R
p
þ. In throughout of this paper, the notation

k � k denotes the norm l1.

The unit sphere and unit ball of Y are denoted by

U ¼ fy 2 Rp : kyk ¼ 1g
B ¼ fy 2 Rp : kyk� 1g

ð7Þ

A nonempty subset C of Rp is called a cone if

y 2 C; k� 0 ) ky 2 C:

C is a pointed cone if

C \ �C ¼ f0Rpg:

coneðSÞ ¼ fks : k� 0 and s 2 Sg

coðSÞ denote the cone generated and convex hull by a set S,

respectively.

CU ¼ C \ U ¼ fy 2 C : kyk ¼ 1g

denotes the base norm of the cone C. Recall that the dual

cone C� of C and its quasi-interior C# are defined by

C� ¼ fy� 2 R
p
þ : hy�; yi� 0 forall y 2 Cg; ð8Þ

and
Fig. 1 Y is a nonconvex set and there exist no y� to obtain ŷ

Fig. 2 Y is a starshaped set at the properly efficient points ŷ and there

exists some y� to obtain ŷ
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C# ¼ fy� 2 R
p
þ : hy�; yi[ 0 forall y 2 Cnf0Rpgg; ð9Þ

respectively. The following two cones called augmented

dual cones of C were introduced in [11, 12].

Ca� ¼ fðy�;aÞ 2C#	Rþ : hy�;yi� akyk�0 forall y2Cg;
ð10Þ

and

Ca# ¼ fðy�; aÞ 2 C# 	 Rþ : hy�; yi � akyk[ 0 forall y 2 Cnf0Rpgg:

ð11Þ

Kasimbeyli [11] shows that if C ¼ R
p
þ, then

Ca� ¼ fðy�; aÞ 2 Rpþ1 : 0� a� y�i ; forall i ¼ 1; . . .; p

andthereexists k suchthat y�k [ ag;
ð12Þ

and

Ca# ¼ fðy�; aÞ 2 Rpþ1 : 0� a\y�i ; forall i ¼ 1; . . .; pg:
ð13Þ

Definition 4 [12] The function h on Y � Rp is called

strongly monotonically increasing if, for each y1; y2 2 Rp,

y1 � y2 2 R
p
þnf0Rpg ) hðy1Þ[ hðy2Þ.

Theorem 2 [12] Let y� 2 R
p
þnf0Rpg and a 2 Rþ, and let

function hðy�;aÞ : R
p ! R be defined as

hðy�;aÞðyÞ ¼ hy�; yi þ akyk:

Then, the function hðy�;aÞ is strongly monotonically

increasing on Rp if and only if ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa#.

A general sufficient condition for two cones to satisfy

the separation property is proved in [12].

Definition 5 (Separation property [12]) Let C and K be

two closed cones of a Rp with base norms CU and KU ,

respectively. Let Ko
U ¼ KU \ bdðKÞ, and let ~C and ~Ko be

the closures of the sets coðCUÞ and coðKo
U [ f0RpgÞ,

respectively. The cones C and K are said to have the sep-

aration property with respect to the norm k � k if

~C \ ~Ko ¼ ;: ð14Þ

The following theorem proved in [12] concern the

existence of a pair ðy�; aÞ 2 Ca# for which the corre-

sponding sublevel set Sðy�; aÞ of the strongly monotoni-

cally increasing sublinear function hðy�;aÞðyÞ ¼
hy�; yi þ akyk separates the given cones C and K, where

Sðy�; aÞ is defined as

Sðy�; aÞ ¼ fy 2 Rp : hy�; yi þ akyk� 0g: ð15Þ

Theorem 3 (Conic separation theorem [12]) Let C and K

be closed cones in the Euclidian space Rp. Assume that the

cones �C and K satisfy the separation property defined in

Definition 5,

� ~C \ ~Ko ¼ ;: ð16Þ

Then, Ca# 6¼ ;, and there exists a pair ðy�; aÞ 2 Ca# such

that the corresponding sublevel set Sðy�; aÞ of the strongly

monotonically increasing sublinear function hðy�;aÞðyÞ ¼
hy�; yi þ akyk separates the cones �C and bd(K) in the

following sense:

hy�; yi þ akyk\0�hy�; zi þ akzk ð17Þ

for all y 2 �Cnf0Rpg, and z 2 bdðKÞ. In this case the cone

�C is pointed. Conversely, if there exists a pair ðy�; aÞ 2
Ca# such that the corresponding sublevel set Sðy�; aÞ of the
strongly monotonically increasing sublinear function

hy�;aðyÞ ¼ hy�; yi þ akyk separates the cones �C and

bd(K) in the sense of (17) then the cones �C and K satisfy

the separation property (16).

Conic scalarization

Consider the cone R
p
þ. From Theorem 3, for every proper

efficient element ŷ there exists a pair ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa# such

that for all y 2 Y and for all c 2 R
p
þnf0Rpg, one has

hy�;�ci þ sk � ck\0�hy�; y� ŷi þ aky� ŷk:

Kasimbeyli in [11] showed that if there exists a pair

ðy�; aÞ 2 Ca# such that

hy�; ŷi þ akŷk� hy�; yi þ akyk;

for all y 2 Y then ŷ is a properly efficient element of the

optimization problem 1. This property provides a conic

scalarization for characterizing properly efficient elements

of a nonconvex vector optimization problem; this charac-

terization using conic scalarization proposed by Kasim-

beyli [11]. Consider the augmented dual element ðy�; aÞ
and define the following sublevel of zero

Sðy�; aÞ ¼ fy 2 RP : hy�; yi þ akyk� 0g:

Theorem 4 Let ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa#. Then,

�R
p
þ � Sðy�; aÞ:

Proof Assume that y is a nonzero element of �R
p
þ. From

definition of ðRp
þÞa#, if ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp

þÞa# then

hy�;�yi[ ak � yk. Then hy�; yi þ akyk\0. Since

0Rp 2 �R
p
þ \ fy 2 RP : hy�; yi þ akyk� 0g;

one has

�R
p
þ � fy 2 RP : hy�; yi þ akyk� 0g:

An geometric illustrative of Theorem 4 is given in Fig. 3.
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It is clear that Sðy�; aÞ is a closed convex cone. This is a

known cone so-called Bishop–Phelps cone generated by

augmented dual element ð�y�; aÞ and the norm k � k.
Kasimbeyli and Kasimbeyli [13] showed that if K \
Cnf0Rpg ¼ ; where K closed cone and C is a Bishop–

Phelps cone, then K and C satisfy the separation property

and, hence, these two cones satisfy the conic separation

Theorem 3.

Theorem 5 [5] Let ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa#. Assume that ŷ is a

minimal element of the following problem

min
y2Y

hy�; yi þ akyk: ð18Þ

Then ŷ is a properly efficient element of (1).

The Theorem 5 shows that if there exists some element

ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa#, then the Bishop–Phelps cone Sðy�; aÞ

separates �R
p
þ and ðYnbdðYÞÞ � fŷg. Then, if the problem

(18) has a bounded optimal solution ŷ 2 bdðYÞ then this

solution is a properly efficient point. On the other hand, it is

clear that this scalarization generalizes the linear scalar-

ization, setting a ¼ 0 in the problem 18.

Theorem 6 [11, 12] Assume that ŷ is a properly efficient

element of (1). Then, there exists ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa# such

that ŷ is a minimal element of the following problem:

min
y2Y

hy�; y� ŷi þ aky� ŷk:

The Theorem 6 shows that if the point ŷ 2 Y is a

properly efficient element, then there exists some aug-

mented dual element ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa# such that the sub-

level Sðy�; aÞ separates �R
p
þ and ðYnbdðYÞÞ � fŷg:

Theorem 7 Assume that ŷ is a properly efficient element

of (1). Then, there exists a sublevel cone Sðy�; aÞ such that

Sðy�; aÞ separates �R
p
þ and ðYnbdðYÞÞ � fŷg.

Proof Assume that ŷ is a properly efficient element of (1).

Then,

clðconeðY þ R
p
þ � ŷÞÞ \ ð�R

p
þÞnf0Rpg ¼ ;:

Because R
p
þ with respect to the norm l1 is a Bishop–Phelps

cone, and from Theorem 3 there exists some element

ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa# such that

hy�; ci þ akck\0�hy�; yþ d � ŷi þ akyþ d � ŷk;

for all c 2 �bdðRp
þÞ, d 2 R

p
þ and y 2 Y . This means the

zero sublevel Sðy�; aÞ separates �R
p
þ and

ðYnbdðYÞÞ � fŷg.

Theorem 8 [11] Consider the multiobjective optimization

problem 1. Then,

(i) Assume that ŷ is a properly efficient element of (1).

Then, there exist ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa# and r 2 Rp such

that ŷ is a minimal element of the following

problem:

min
y2Y

hy�; y� ri þ aky� rk: ð19Þ

(ii) If there exist ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa# and r 2 Rp such that

ŷ is a minimal element of the problem (19), then ŷ is

a properly efficient element of the multiobjective

optimization problem (1).

Let ŷ be a properly efficient solution of (1) and let

ðy�; aÞ 2 ðRp
þÞa# be a positive weighted vector for

obtaining ŷ. Because ŷ is a properly efficient solution, for

any y 2 Y and for any i 2 f1; 2; . . .; pg with yi\ŷi there is

an index j 2 f1; 2; . . .; pg with ŷj\yj. Therefore, assume

that y 2 Y and i 2 f1; 2; . . .; pg satisfy yi\ŷi. There is an

index j 2 f1; 2; . . .; pg with ŷj\yj such that

y�i ŷi þ y�j ŷj þ ajŷij þ ajŷjj� y�i yi þ y�j yj þ ajyij þ ajyjj
) y�i ðŷi � yiÞ þ aðjŷij � jyijÞ� y�j ðyj � ŷjÞ þ aðjyjj � jŷjjÞ

)
ðŷi � yiÞ þ a

y�
i
ðjŷij � jyijÞ

ðyj � ŷjÞ þ a
y�
j
ðjyjj � jŷjjÞ

�
y�j
y�i
:

ð20Þ
Based on above-mentioned, we proposed a new definition

of proper efficiency based on trade-off for nonconvex

problem as follows:

Definition 6 An efficient solution ŷ 2 Y is called a

properly efficient solution if there exist a positive real

number M and nonnegative numbers s1; s2 such that for

Fig. 3 The set Sðy�; aÞ þ fŷg separates the properly efficient point ŷ

and the set Ynfŷg
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any y 2 Y and for any i 2 f1; . . .; pg with yi\ŷi there is an

index j 2 f1; . . .; pg with ŷj\yj such that

ðŷi � yiÞ þ s1ðjŷij � jyijÞ
ðyj � ŷjÞ þ s2ðjyjj � jŷjjÞ

�M: ð21Þ

Theorem 9 Let ŷ 2 Y be a properly efficient solution in

sense Geoffrion definition. Then, ŷ 2 Y satisfies Definition

6.

Proof Let ŷ 2 Y be a properly efficient solution in sense

Geoffrion definition. Setting s1 ¼ s2 ¼ 0. It is clear that

ŷ 2 Y satisfies Definition 6.

This theorem shows that the new definition of properly

efficient generalizesGeoffrion definition of properly efficient.

Table 1 is presented for comparing linear scalarization

and conic scalarization.

As is mentioned, Table 1 compares two linear and conic

scalarization together. The first row for the table shows the

origin of these scalarizations. Linear scalarization is orig-

inated from Hahn–Banach separation theorem which sep-

arates two convex sets. Conic scalarization is originated

from Kasimbeyli’s conic separation theorem which sepa-

rates two closed cones. Kasimbeyli and Karimi have

developed this type of separation theorem for two arbitrary

nonconvex sets under some mild conditions. Second and

third row show how these scalarizations use Hahn–Banach

theorem and conic separation theorem. Forth row states the

linear scalarization is compatible with convex problem,

and the conic scalarization is compatible with nonconvex

optimization problem. This is due to the fact that two

separable convex sets will be separated using some

hyperplane, and two separable nonconvex sets will be

separated using some cones. Finally, last row of the

table shows some fact about trade-off in convex and non-

convex multiobjective optimization problems.

Conclusion

This paper studies on the relationship between two

scalarizations and proper efficiency. One of this scalar-

ization is linear scalarization which is popular and known

in multi-objective optimization and vector optimization.

Linear scalarization originated from Hahn–Banach sepa-

ration theorem for separating two convex sets. For deter-

mining properly efficient points in a convex multiobjective

optimization problem, linear scalarization is a useful tool.

But, in nonconvex multiobjective optimization problem

there exist no guarantee to existence dual elements for

determining properly efficient solutions. Kasimbeyli in

[12] proposed a conic separation theorem for separating

two nonconvex cones and this separation theorem provides

conic scalarization to scalarize nonconvex optimization

problems. In contrast with linear scalarization, conic

scalarization considers a given Bishop–Phelps cone instead

of a given a hyperplane, geometrically. In this paper, we

also propose a new definition of proper efficiency which

has obtained conic scalarization. This new definition of

proper efficiency provide a new trade-off of a given

properly efficient solution which can be new area of

research.
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